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Rsync Error: Error In Socket Io (code 10)

I have an rsync daemon running and I can execute the following command.

I'm trying to do an rsync command through ssh without having to enter password.

I am attempting to setup Rsync for backing...
up data to another volume on my freenas
rsync: rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10) at clientserver.c(122).
sudo port -v selfupdate ---_ Updating MacPorts base sources using rsync
rsync: failed to Operation timed out (60) rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10). But when I try to "Test Connection" I get the error message
"Error Connecting to rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10) at
receiver=3.0.9) rsync://mirrors.ocf.berkeley.edu/archlinux/, rsync, United States, Yes,
No, 0.0%, 0.17, 0.02 rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10). rsync: failed to connect to hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu: Connection refused (111) rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10).
First, I get an error with _ this URL:_ _ duplicity mydir timed out (116) _ rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10).
Updating MacPorts base sources using rsync. rsync: failed to connect to rsync.macports.org: Operation timed out (60). rsync error: error in
socket IO (code 10).
Rsync Linux originally synchronization has been OK, suddenly not
synchronous Error 2014/04/14 19:20:11 (2118) rsync error: error in
socket IO (code 10).
Old versions of rsync would work fine over ssh with a target path like this: Broken pipe (32) rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10) at io.c(837) (sender=3.1.0).


rsync: failed to connect to boson.local (10.0.1.220): Connection refused (111) rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10) at clientserver.c(128) (sender=3.1.1). My emerge --sync fails with this error message repeated 10 times with different rsync error: error in socket IO (code 10) at clientserver.c(128) (Sender=3.1.1) Package: rsync, Maintainer for rsync is Paul Slootman _paul@debian.org_, 30 14:30:25 Joey-Debian